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As you use this guide to navigate the Work From Home waters, I encourage
you to keep an open and flexible mindset even during the busiest of times. As

they say, in rough waters learn to adjust your sail. Your habits, routines and
perseverance are your sails. Adjust them by checking  your progress over a

week to see what works well and what doesn’t. Your working from home
experience is a learning process. 

To optimize the use of this book: use the worksheets throughout the book to
brainstorm. Copy them in a journal or print them out!

Goals related to amount of sleep you want
to regularly get, nutrition, daily habits,

finances, anything related to you!

Goals related to how often you want to stay
physically active, try to vary the type of

activities

Whether you’re working or studying, it’s important to set some goals to
keep you motivated and inspired. It’s a daunting process, and I get it,

where do you begin? 

Use the template below to set goals in different arenas of your life. You
can either copy it into a journal or print it out - make sure its kept in a

place that you will be staring at often (preferably once a day).

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE FOR BENEFIT

S E T T I N G  G O A L S

Academic/Work
Goals related to GPA, target amount of
hours of study, understanding a certain

concept, other achievements

Personal

Fitness/Self-Care

(Put it in!)
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First, you’ll want to start thinking of the space you choose to get your work done in.
Our spaces can inspire, motivate and even energize us when we aren’t feeling like

getting work done. 

And remember: choose function over aesthetic!
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Switch your workspace
around. It might help to

work the first half of your
day at your desk, perhaps
then on your dining table,

and later on, back into your
room.

Set your "desk rules".
Ideally, your desk

boundaries should contain
a no-phone rule. Consider
whether you would allow

snacks, TV, pets, etc.
around your workspace. 

Inevitably, know that it's
hard to find a distraction-
free space when you're

WFH. Find times where you
are the most productive

which aligns with when you
will be the least distracted

or disturbed.

KEY TIPS FOR CREATING PRODUCTIVE WORKSPACES

Separate your working
and relaxing spaces.
When taking breaks

between studying, move
away from your desk.
Choose to study away
from your bed as well.

MAKE YOUR OWN DESK-RULES LIST

Before you begin
working, set a 5 minute
timer to declutter your
space. A clean space =

a clean mind!

Lighting can make a
huge impact on your

focus levels. Allow
natural lighting around

your workspace.
Consider using LEDs.

1.
2.
3.

Examples: no phone at the desk, no
snacks while working, only water

allowed, soft music allowed, 
@thewellevated



CREATING A MORNING ROUTINE
When you begin your day, think about setting your alarm just 30 minutes before you usually

wake up. Fill your morning routine with the one personal or self-care goal discussed in page 2.

Immediately jumping into your work may feel effective and efficient, however it can cause
burnout a lot faster.

TIP: try not to touch your phone or check your emails until you’re finished with your morning
routine. You’ll find yourself more focused on your own priorities rather than others'.

While this tip might seem obvious, it is so easy to get into your
work without having a proper overview of the day. Some

people (like myself) may find it harder to time block by setting
a specific hourly schedule without getting disappointed that

they didn’t exactly stick to it.

Instead, a more helpful tactic might be to create a “top 3 task
list”. By doing this, you’re targeting to complete 3 important

things of the day in order to give yourself a sense of
accomplishment and structure. See page 10 for a sample top
3 task list. You can print it out or create your own everyday!

TIP: Set an alarm to begin your wind-down routine (yes, an alarm!). 

When this alarm rings,  wrap up the work wherever you’re at and begin the 1-2 things you’d like
to do to get ready for bed. For instance, when your wind-down alarm rings you may choose to
wash your face, brush your teeth, meditate for a couple minutes and head to bed. This doesn’t

have to be long - even 10 minutes is more than enough!

Remember that your night routine is supposed to help you wind down, get the melatonin
flowing, and make you calmer. Avoid any screen time 30 minutes before you sleep. Instead, use

this time to reflect on your day (whether you choose to write it down or not).

CREATING A TO-DO
LIST OF THE DAY

CREATING A WIND-DOWN ROUTINE
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Why Routines? 1.

3.

Create structure even when all your days are chaotic

Help eliminate procrastination - with routine you tell
your brain that you’re on track for the day
Allows you to control your schedule rather than your
schedule control you.

2.
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Zoom fatigue is so real. After a couple
hours of virtual meetings or lectures, it is
so easy to want to slip away under covers
and not be productive for the rest of the
day. 

I feel you on this one. The most important
part about beating zoom fatigue is to
listen to your body; it’s sending you an
important message. See the graphic on
the right to guide you in choosing more
productive breaks.

ZOOM FATIGUE IS REAL!

TAKING PRODUCTIVE BREAKS
AFTER ZOOM CALLS:

- Take a 15 minute walk
- Change into a new pair of clothes (it helps, I
promise!)
- Take a shower
- Go for a quick HITT workout or yoga session
- Make a meal or a snack
- Engage in a more mindless task i.e. laundry, washing
dishes; it's a great way to disconnect from screens

STAYING CONNECTED WHILE
COMBATING ZOOM FATIGUE

It is truly such an odd time to stay connected when we're not able to connect the way we
used to. A lot of us will be relying on social media and video softwares to keep in touch. 

A helpful approach I use is
to call a friend after my

lecture and check-in to see
how they felt about it, catch

up on something & just
have a little bit of interaction

in the day. Helps to
destress!

When you don't need
to have your camera
on, opt for turning it
off. It can get quite
exhausting to be

seen on camera all
day.

FaceTime a friend and try
to do more fun activities

to change it up a bit!
Work-out together over a

video  call, play a video
game, or cook a socially-

distanced meal.

MOST IMPORTANTLY... DISCONNECT.

Being on screens for a long period of time is exhausting in general. When you can, step
away from all screens in general and go outside. This is the best way to re-centre and re-

align your priorities and thoughts. 

Go for a walk, a grocery trip, run some errands, meditate outside, drive around
somewhere, go to your favourite space nearby, grab a coffee or your favourite drink and

reward yourself from time to time. You deserve it, without a doubt.



IMPORTANCE

thewellevated

With so many pressing deadlines in our lives, we might say it's hard to find time to ourselves
to do the things we love, relax and take a minute to be present. The truth is, we don't find

time, we make time! As I always discuss on my blog and platform @thewellevated, I use this
mindset shift to remind me that my self-care and mental health is important.

- taking time out for yourself
- doing things you like 
- your mental health
- mindfulness
- self care
- working out
- taking breaks

IT'S NOT URGENT 
to get some exercise in at the moment

HOWEVER, IT IS
IMPORTANT
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URGENCY VS. IMPORTANCE

URGENCY
- the pressing deadlines
- school or work
- chores
- social commitments
- familial commitments

versus

thewellevated

because exercising will allow you
to clear your mind, boost your
productivity & feel a lot better

FINDING TIME FOR YOURSELF

LIKE THESE TIPS? YOU CAN FIND MORE ON
MY INSTAGRAM @THEWELLEVATED

Here are my top tips for finding time for yourself in the midst of chaos. And remember, it is
possible!

graphics created by @thewellevated



Remember that you’re creating these routines to set yourself up for success in the long run.
While you juggle school, work, a part-time job, extracurriculars, or whatever it may be, we are

bound to feel overwhelmed. And that’s okay - listen to your body as it sends you
important messages on how you're feeling. Rest and recovery are as significant as your

productivity periods.

As much as student culture glorifies getting less sleep, it’s really important to get in those
snooze hours, and that, during the night! Not only will sleep be beneficial for your mental

health but important for consolidating all of the information you might be attempting to cram.
Make sleep your non-negotiable priority. 

Be flexible to changes in your routine. Not everyday will look the same and that's okay.  The
WFH life may feel like a sprint; but if you're looking to keep your routines, habits and wellness

sustainable, you're going to have to train for it like a marathon.

Take it each day at a time. Good luck!

THE LONG RUN

Notice that breaks mean doing something apart from your usual work! Taking breaks is
productive. In a society where we're conditioned to hustle all day, it's truly not sustainable.

While it might seem productive to work all day (because I get it, there’s so much to do) it is
important to call it a night at a certain time. When you’re done work for the day, find a way to

transition from work to relaxation.

Previously, you might have relied on the subway ride home, the walk from your campus to
your room, or a car ride to help you create this transition. There’s still ways to do that! 

Take a shower: my favourite way to end off my day. It’s a great way to clear your mind. Put on
a fresh pair of clothes to create a sense of change. Go for a walk. Put on a good music

playlist and clear your workspace. Make yourself a meal or a refreshing drink.

FROM WORK TO RELAXATION
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@thewellevated
Meera Chawda



Use this daily log to check in every morning with your wellness and productivity. Feel free to
print it out and keep it with you on your desk or create your own!
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DATE: 

MY TOP 3 TASK LIST FOR TODAY: I'M GRATEFUL FOR...

1 ACT FOR SELF-CARE TODAY:

habit tracker
GOAL: (ex. drink a L of water) ACHIEVED? (check it off!)

@thewellevated



IF YOU ENJOYED THIS E-BOOK, YOU WILL
DEFINITELY LIKE MY PLATFORM...

@thewellevated

@thewellevated

thewellevated.wixsite.com/blog

NEED STUDY RESOURCES AS A STUDENT?

@your.study.lamp

studylamp.org


